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Attribute Grammars (AGs) have been used for the formal description and automated 
implementation of various programming languages. Some approaches have been made to 
use AGs for the definition and implementation of even dialogue-lauguages: [OLSEN83], 
[LAMMEL851, [DANG89]. 

If we look at dialogue-languages we can infer that AGs support the definition and 
implementation of command languages only. On the other hand a good interface between 
user and computer requires different activities, at least command- as well as menu-driven 
interactions. 

We propose to use an AG for the homogeneous definition and implementation of 
command- and menu-dialogs. First we discuss the generation of menus getting necessary 
information from the AG. Whereas in approaches like [DANG89] the author of the lan- 
guage has to describe the handling of menus using semantic functions we generate menus 
automatically. For this purpose we must know for which nonterminals menus have to be 
generated. Thus a trisection of the AG defining a dialogue-language is suggested: 

(1) The dialogue-grammar describing the control of a dialogue but not the structure of 
single commands. 

(2) A set of nonterminals: For these nonterminals menus will be produced. 

(3) A set of rules defining the structure of single commands. 
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A small calculator will serve as an example: 

gsf_dialog. 
calculator : dialogue, @ quit, & finish. 
dialogue : command, dialogue. 
dialogue : empty. 
command : calculate, command 
command : kill. command 

gsf_menu, dialogue. 
gsf_command. 

list : @ list, @ listValues. 

: list. 
: help. 

kill : Q kilt, @ identifier(Id), & killVar(Id). 
calculate : expr(Value), @ = ,result(Type), ~: store(Value, Type). 
expr(Value), : term(TermVal), restExpr(TermVal, Value). 
restExpr(OldV, NewV) : addop(P), term(V), 

& addsub(V1, OldV, V, P), restExpr(V1, NewV). 
restExpr(Val, Val) : empty. 

gsf_end. 

The ideas have been realized using a special form of an Attribute Grammar, Grammars 
of Syntactical Functions (GSF), and an implementation of this kind of AGs in PROLOG 
(Terminals and semantic functions are marked by the prefix operators ~ and & respec- 
tively). 

Our approach to the construction of menus is based on the so called first- and follow- 
sets used in the theory of LL(1)-grammars. The set of menu options for a nonterminal n 
menu (MG) consists of all first- and follow-elements of the nonterminal. Here elements 
can be terminals within the dialog-grammar or nonterminals for which menus have to 
be constructed, too, or nonterminals which are not further declared within the dialog- 
grammar. The later ones are nonterminals which represent complete commands further 
declared within the 'gsf_command' part. In our example we get the following set of op- 
tions for the menu of the nonterminal 'dialogue': 

{list, kill, calculate, inf, quit}. 

The proposed method allows an easy definition of rnenuhierarchies too. The author of 
the language has to write down the set of nonterminals with menus only. The hierarchy 
is built automatically according to the formalism described above. 

Having built all menus, the grammar can be executed. Executing this grammar in 
the conventional way using the underlying PROLOG-control leads to a recursive descent 
interpretation. Interactions, menu-choice or input of a command, are implemented as a 
mixed execution of rules of an AG. Sometimes the acceptence of an input is the main 
activity of the rule-interpreter and sometimes the presentation of several alternatives as 
well as the generation of sequences of terminals is performed. 
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The evaluation of semantic functions is not fixed by the implementation of the GSF. 
Different definitions of the operator & lead to different evaluation strategies. 

For dialogues we propose to collect semantic functions as long as they belong to a 
single command. In order to avoid unwanted effects on the environment semantic evalua- 
tion starts onlywhen a complete and correct command has been entered by the user, e.g. 
a nonterminal belonging to part (1) of the AG, the dialogue-grammar is accepted. The 
attributation is not limited besides in the case of cyclic dependencies. The interpretation 
starts with functions which have all input parameters instantiated. 
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